Research has shown that by incorporating experiential learning into program designs, adult learners thrive. With this concept in mind, we have created this partnership program between the UC Davis Graduate School of Management and the UC Davis Crew Team. This program provides corporate clients the opportunity to enhance team collaboration and performance by providing classroom learning around the theory behind leadership and strong-performing teams, coupled with an experiential learning program on the water, led by the UC Davis Crew Team.

Who Should Attend?

This program has been designed for:

- Leaders who value the importance of enhancing team effectiveness
- Leaders looking to re-energize their current teams
- Leaders looking to quickly build trust and respect between members of a new team
- Innovative leaders looking to provide an exceptional experiential learning opportunity for their team

Learning Objectives and Program Benefits

The Rowing Experience has a number of tangible and immediate benefits:

- Groups attending this program will learn the theory behind building and leading great teams, and put that learning into action immediately in a shared experiential learning situation
- Attendees quickly build trust among their team members, which dramatically improves creative collaboration and innovation back in the workplace
- The collaborative experience will enhance team members ability to visualize and communicate goals and team objectives
- Attendees will leave with enhanced commitment, loyalty and pride in their team

For more information and to register:

gsm.ucdavis.edu/rowing